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Intelligent Name Matching for AML & KYC

More accurate name matching in a financial compliance system brings immediate ROI, whether the goal is AML, KYC, 

on-boarding, sanctions, VIP/internal affairs, insider trading or fraud. 

Its effects are seen in the form of fewer false positives and false negatives which reduce regulatory compliance costs 

and exposure to risk.

 • False positives — When a name is erroneously matched to a watch list record, time and money is wasted in 

manually following up on each hit.

 • False negatives — When a match is missed, your organization may be heavily fined for transacting with 

criminals, also exposing you to loss of reputation.

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY

Provider of legal, government, 
business and high-tech information 
sources and decision tools that 
combine public and industry specific 
content with advanced technology 
and analytics.

SOCIAL SERVICES

 “We’ve stopped getting complaints 
from providers about duplicate 
entries since we integrated Rosette. 
We would even try entering wacky 
searches to trick the system and the 
right names always seem to come up.”

— Mike DeLorenzo, CTO

BORDER SECURITY

Rosette’s intelligent fuzzy name 
matching is the first choice of 
several U.S. intelligence agencies 
for watchlist monitoring, including 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
(CBP).
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Customers Benefiting from Rosette Intelligent Name Matching
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NOT YOUR AVERAGE SEARCH PROBLEM

Searching for a name is not the same as a keyword search. There is no single correct “spelling” for a name, as people 

are making new names all the time. Consequently, rules cannot be used to “correctly spell” names, there is no single 

correct spelling. Furthermore, unlike standard text search, where a typo here and there can be overcome by looking 

at frequency/rarity of words, each letter in a name has an outsized importance. “Cyndy” and “Cindy” seem equivalent, 

but if “Cyndy” is a typo, you can’t spell check it against a dictionary. On the other hand, text search uses the frequency 

of common words in most phrases (e.g., “look befkre you leap”) — and the rarity of a word “befkre” — to easily spot 

spelling errors. 

Fuzzy name matching is a highly specialized field because names vary in myriad ways and come from many cultures 

and languages which each have their own customs for nicknames or shortening names. Good fuzzy name matching 

must simultaneously take into account all those issues and arrive at a final match calculation.

 • Phonetically similar names — Many names sound alike but have wildly different spellings: Amy Hawkenberry, 

Aimee Hockenbury

 • Transliterated names — For names not normally written in English characters, there can be a great deal of 

spelling variation and nuances lost in the translation: Abdul Rashid, Ab dal Rasheed

 • Initials, truncations — Longer names may be drastically shortened by choice or to fit a data field limit: C.L. 

Bates v. Chas Bates

 • Missing spaces, hyphens, or name components — MaryEllen, Mary Ellen, Mary

 • Nicknames — Nicknames are very culture and language specific: the Russian “Leo” produces “Leva,” “Lyova,” or 

more rarely, “Lyovushka”

 • Out-of-order-fields — Andrews, James vs. James Andrews

 • Misclassified name component — Spanish naming customs give children a given name and two surnames (one 

maternal, one paternal). Often a surname will be entered into a “middle name field.” Incorrect: Federico | García 

| Lorca; correct: Federico |     | García Lorca

 • Long names — English names are usually limited to three components (given, middle, surname), but other 

cultures routinely have names with five or more components: Pallewatte Gamaralalage Maithripala Yapa 

Sirisena

 • Names in foreign scripts — Cross-lingually matching a name in English to a name written in Arabic, Chinese, 

Cyrillic, or outside the Latin script-based realm: Mao Zedong, Мао Цзэдун, 毛泽东

“There’s a lot of effort that would go into creating a names 
search tool that really works...Building it ourselves would have 
taken months, and probably cost just as much or more [than 
Basis Technology’s name matching].”

— Software Architect Michael Douglass on building the NYUHome Portal system with Basis 

Technology name matching + Elasticsearch to power directory search
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ONE SIZE MATCHING DOES NOT FIT ALL

On top of all that, configurability of the system is crucial. Every set of data or task will have its own idiosyncrasies and 

needs. A superior name matching system will enable the user to customize its behavior, such as:

 • Giving greater weight to one name component (surname) over another (given name)

 • Adding new rules such as specifying “Marilyn Monroe” as a 99% match with “Norma Jean Baker” 

 • Giving greater weight to unusual names that match than very common names that match. In “Dweezil Jones” 

versus “Dweezil Johnson”, Dweezil will carry greater weight than Jones and Johnson 

 • Taking into account other identity attributes such as date of birth and nationality

 • Handling multiple fields for a given data type, such as multiple aliases

Finally, the system should present a final ranked list of matches by confidence score so that the user has an audit trail 

of how the score was calculated, and a good idea of what confidence level is enough to flag a name for investigation. 

We’ll now take a detailed look at how Rosette delivers these needs through a unique combination of rules, machine 

learning, and cultural knowledge.

Important Features
Upgrade Name Matching of Existing Compliance Systems

Traditional compliance systems depend on rules and brute force to screen transactions, which was fine 10 years ago, 

but today, the number of transactions and the global scale are quickly outstripping the capacity and abilities of these 

systems. To keep up, systems need intelligent AI systems that bring greater accuracy to decrease risk and lighten the 

burden of following up on erroneously flagged transactions. 

Rosette name matching is easily integrated into an existing system to upgrade the name matching functionality, 

whether you need cross-lingual name matching or just to increase the accuracy of all name matching.

Rosette is lightweight with a small footprint and thus is able to screen a watchlist with millions of entries, even on 

a laptop or portable device. It is designed for easy integration with Elasticsearch, Apache Solr, or any other search 

application.

Long and Multi-Component Names

Systems that match names by brute force—generating variants based on rules—are soon overwhelmed by the 

memory requirements of sorting through all the permutations.1 (A common six-component Arabic name generates 

nearly 3 million possible variants!) 

1 Some of these older systems run off lists of name variations numbering around 750 million! Traditional English names are three 
fields. Using 12 tokens, that 1,728 variations (123) per name. Arabic names typically have six fields (126) resulting in 2,985,984 
variations per name.
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Arabic, Persian, Pashtun, and Urdu names typically have five to six fields (in this example, with seven components).

Because Rosette approaches matching names through algorithms that compare name components, matching an 

eight-component name (Al-Sheikh Abdullah Bin Hassan Bin Mohammed Al Ashqar) does not take much more time 

than matching a two-component name (Tom Brown). Most importantly, Rosette can match a name whether or not it 

has seen it before, whereas systems that rely on pre-generated lists of name variants to match will be significantly 

less successful.

Cross-Lingual Name Matching, Names in Foreign Scripts

While many international watchlists have names written in Latin characters only, local watchlists or customer records 

may contain names in native script. 

Unlike systems that support only Latin characters, Rosette processes names in native script for many languages 

including Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Arabic script languages, and Russian. In the process, it detects the language 

origin of the name (as it could be an English name written in Arabic script, for example). In those cases, Rosette also 

translates the name back to its language of origin using dictionary data, so that جورج بوش will be translated as “George 

Bush” instead of just transliterated to “Jurj Bush.” 

We will go into more detail about how Rosette performs cross-lingual name matching in the section “How Rosette 

Does It.”

Transliteration and Phonetic Variations

Particularly in Arabic, which has more sounds than English, 

two different Arabic characters may be represented by 

one English character. Or, in the example below, variations 

in transliterating a definite article changes how the name 

appears in English. The title “Sheikh” may sometimes be 

omitted.

 • Sheikh Abdul Basit ‘Abd us-Samad

 • Abd Al Basit Abd As Samad

 • Abdul Basit Abdul Samad

 • Abdul Basit Abdus-Samad

Transliterated names from languages such as Arabic which have a richer set of sounds than English, will lose details in 

translation that hamper name matching efforts. Rosette has built-in knowledge of how Arabic sounds are expressed 

in English thus negating any loss of data in the transliterated name. 

Title Given name Family name Grandfather’s patronymic Family name

Al-Sheikh Abdullah Bin Hassan Bin Mohammed Al-Ashqar

The result is 348,832 (125) or 2,985,984 (126) variations per name.
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Names in the Wrong Data Field 

Mexican surnames are frequently made up of two components (maternal and paternal surname). Sometimes one is 

mistakenly entered into the “middle name” field in a database. Other times, an entire name may be in a single field. 

Some matching systems may be rigid about which field a name appears in, but Rosette can match across fields 

without knowing if a name component is a family name or middle name. Even varied spacing (MaryEllen v. Mary Ellen) 

is not a problem. Systems locked into comparing one data field to another may fail to find the match.

Company & Organization Name Matching

Unlike personal names that mostly suffer from misspellings and typos, company names are difficult to match for 

other reasons. Company names are often composed of several common words, and synonyms of these words can 

be misremembered. Besides “Corp.”, “Inc.” and “LLC,” there are also synonyms like “Drug” vs. “Pharmaceutical.” 

Additionally, when matching across language, it’s not knowing how a word sounds (i.e., transliteration) but what it 

means that’s important. For example, 電信 in Japanese should be translated to “telegraph” and not “denshin.”

To accurately match names based on semantic meaning, Rosette uses a recent NLP technique: word or text 

embeddings. This technique converts words into vectors (numbers) such that words with similar meanings 

are represented by vectors in close proximity. Thus a search for “Eagle Drugs Inc.” would likely find “Eagle 

Pharmaceuticals Inc.” It also works across languages to match the English translation of a Japanese organization’s 

name.

Fast With a Small Footprint 

While accuracy is important, so is processing speed in high volume transaction environments—whether it is an 

overnight batch or screening transactions as they come in. 

Regardless of how common or complex a name is, or the number of name components, Rosette returns every query 

in roughly the same amount of time. Because Rosette approaches matching names through algorithms that compare 

tokens, matching an eight-component name doesn’t take much longer than matching a two-component name.

Nippon (=Japan) Telegraph Telephone Corporation

日本 電信 電話 株式会社

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corportation vs. 日本電信電話株式会社

Given name Middle name Family name

Federico Garcia Lorca

Federico Garcia Lorca
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Flexibly Configurable

A multitude of options lets you assign weights to name components and data fields according to the characteristics 

of your data (perhaps family name is more reliable than first name) and to fit your use case (perhaps accuracy is more 

important than speed). Here is a sample of commonly used parameters in Rosette name matching.

 • Speed v. Accuracy Parameter — The Max Window Size parameter sets what percentage of match candidates 

that were discovered in the first pass are sent on to the second pass. The optimal size depends on the desired 

accuracy/recall versus speed. This process makes the performance vs. speed trade-off explicit, empowering 

the user to test the impact of smaller or larger windows sizes on the accuracy/recall of the matches returned. 

Smaller windows sizes mean faster execution. Larger window sizes mean more comprehensive coverage. 

Because of this parameter, every name queried (long or short, common or complex) is returned in the same 

amount of time, as controlled by max window size. In other words, speed is affected by the Max Window Size 

parameter, not the complexity of the names.

 • Reorder Penalty — This configuration penalizes the match score when name components appear out of order.

 • Deletion Score — A missing name component typically lowers the match score (ex. John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 

John Kennedy). This configuration allows you to override the deletion penalty, enhancing the score even if a 

component is missing.

 • Boost Weight at Left/Right End —  When users know that name components are in a particular order, for 

example “family name, given name, middle name,” a negative value will increase the weight of a name part at the 

left end of a name in contributing to the total match score. A positive value boosts the weight of the right end of 

the name.

How Rosette Does It
Indexing

Rosette creates keys for every name in a database index to cover up to 13 

variations.

Querying

At query time, Rosette name matching creates keys for each name in a batch 

query or ad hoc (single name) query and performs a “first pass” that is a 

lightning fast with high recall. This first pass pulls out match candidates by 

comparing database keys to query keys. Candidates are ranked from high to 

low match probability.

Based on the user’s desired speed vs. accuracy balance, a fixed number of 

candidates from the first pass is handed off to the high precision “second 

pass.”
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Matching

ALIGNMENT

In the second pass, all candidates are broken down into tokens and compared against all of the query’s tokens to 

determine accurate match alignment. The better alignment is selected. This ensures that name tokens in any order 

are still matched (ex. James Earl Jones v. Jones, James Earl). Statistically based algorithms for various types of 

matches adjust the pairwise match score of each candidate vs. query. These algorithms have been careful curated 

and calibrated by our engineers to optimize how each factor affects the final match score calculation. Furthermore, 

configurations can be set by the user to accommodate the characteristics of their data and desired goals.

TOKEN SCORING AND WEIGHTING

Each token is weighted by its commonality in the given language 

as well as name and language-specific biases, and compared 

to the corresponding tokens in the query to identify matches. 

Customers can specify custom rules and biases according to their 

unique needs and data characteristics.

Rosette matches names with:

Phonetic similarity Jesus ↔ Heyzeus ↔ Haezoos

Transliteration spelling differences Abdul Rasheed ↔ Abd al-Rashid

Nicknames William ↔ Will ↔ Bill ↔ Billy

Missing spaces or hypens MaryEllen ↔ Mary Ellen ↔ Mary-Ellen

Titles and honorifics Dr. ↔ Mr. ↔ Ph.D.

Truncated components McDonalds ↔ McDonald ↔ McD

Missing components Phillip Charles Carr ↔ Phillip Carr

Out-of-order components Diaz, Carlos Alfonzo ↔ Carlos Alfonzo Diaz

Initials J. E. Smith ↔ James Earl Smith

Split inconsistently across database fields Dick. Van Dyke ↔ Dick Van . Dyke

Multiple languages Mao Zedong ↔ Мао Цзэдун ↔ 毛泽东 ↔ 毛澤東

Different scripts Vladimir Putin ↔ Владимир Путин

Semantically similar Eagle Pharmaceuticals, Inc. ↔ Eagle Drugs Co.

Semantically similar across language Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation ↔ 日本電信電話株式会社

Compares edit distance of dates 1987/11/12 ↔ 1988/11/12

Transposition of month and day 1987/3/11 ↔ 1987/11/3

Nickson
weight: 69%

0.5114 match

Nixon
weight: 60%

Dick
weight: 40%

Richard
weight: 31%

0.74 match
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Calculating the Final Score

The following examples show how scores are calculated in the second pass, given different types of match 

phenomena.

NORMALIZATION

Names are normalized to a standard format, for example making all-capitalized tokens lowercase and disregarding 

“stop words” like Mr., Dr., or Esquire.

FUZZY MATCH

Machine learning is used to recognize when two tokens are similar enough that they should match, as in “Richard” 

and “Richerd.”

STRING SIMILARITY

The edit distance method of name matching recognizes similar strings that may be overlooked by the fuzzy matcher, 

accommodating insertions, deletions, and substitutions. 

CONFLICT

When two tokens are in direct conflict with one another, the match score is penalized accordingly. 

The match score for ‘Richard William Smith’ vs. ‘Richard Johnson Smith’ is 0.6155

‘richard’ ‘richard’ MATCH 1.0000

‘smith’ ‘smith’ MATCH 1.0000

‘william’ ‘johnson’ CONFLICT 0.1800

The match score for ‘Foobar Akcd’ vs. ‘Foobar Xkcd’ is 0.7619

‘foobar’ ‘foobar’ MATCH 1.0000

‘akcd’ ‘xkcd’ STRING_SIMILARITY 1.0000

The match score for ‘René Lindström Jones’ vs. ‘Rene LINDSTROM-
JONES’ is 0.9900

‘rene’ ‘rene’ MATCH* 1.0000

‘lindstrom’ ‘lindstrom’ MATCH 1.0000

‘jones’ ‘jones’ MATCH 1.0000

The match score for ‘Mr. John Smith’ vs. ‘John Smith’ is 
0.9900

‘john’ ‘john’ MATCH 1.0000

‘smith’ ‘smith’ MATCH 1.0000

*MATCH = an exact match

The match score for ‘Richard Smith’ vs. ‘Richerd Smith’ is 0.9360

‘richard’ ‘richerd’ HMM_MATCH* 0.8017

‘smith’ ‘smith’ MATCH 1.0000

*HMM_MATCH = a statistical match
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MISSING OR OUT-OF-ORDER TOKENS

When a token is missing or the tokens are out of order, the names can still match if the available tokens have high 

match scores.

INITIALISMS

Initials can also be matched to tokens to affect the overall match score.

GENDER ADJUSTMENT

Even if two names have a high match score based on token similarity, the final match score is penalized if the names 

are not the same gender. “Joan” is closer to “Joe” than “John” is, but “John Smith” is a better overall match to “Joe 

Smith” than “Joan Smith.”

The match score for ‘George Herbert Walker Bush’ vs. ‘George 
Walker Bush’ is 0.8726

‘bush’ ‘bush’ MATCH 1.0000

‘walker’ ‘walker’ MATCH 1.0000

‘george’ ‘george’ MATCH 1.0000

‘herbert’ DELETION 0.2690

The match score for ‘Richard William Smith’ vs. ‘Richard W. 
Smith’ is 0.9093

‘richard’ ‘richard’ MATCH 1.0000

‘smith’ ‘smith’ MATCH 1.0000

‘william’ ‘w’ INITIAL_MATCH 0.5420

The match score for ‘Joe Smith’ vs. ‘John Smith’ is 0.7258

‘smith’ ‘smith’ MATCH 1.0000

‘joe’ ‘john’ HMM_MATCH 0.3675

The match score for ‘Joe Smith’ vs. ‘Joan Smith’ is 0.4188

‘smith’ ‘smith’ MATCH 1.0000

‘joe’ ‘joan’ HMM_MATCH 0.4279

The match score for ‘ABC’ vs. ‘Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation’ is 0.8020

‘abc’ ‘australian 
broadcasting 
corporation’

INITIALISM 0.6610

The match score for ‘George Herbert Walker Bush’ vs. ‘George 
Bush Walker’ is 0.8042

‘bush’ ‘bush’ MATCH 1.0000

‘walker’ ‘walker’ MATCH 1.0000

‘george’ ‘george’ MATCH 1.0000

‘herbert’ OUT_OF_ORDER_
DELETION

0.2250
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Cross-Lingual Name Matching, Names in Foreign Scripts

Here’s a closer look at how Rosette matches names written in different scripts.

INDEXING & QUERYING

At indexing and for each query, each non-Latin name gets special treatment, including:

 • If the name’s language of origin is unknown, Rosette makes an educated guess.

 • For names likely to be of native origin (e.g., a Japanese name written in Japanese Kanji), they are phonetically 

transliterated to generate a double metaphone key for each name. In the case of Japanese and Chinese where 

the script does not provide phonetic clues, dictionary data provides the “readings” of the characters.

• For names foreign to the script  (ex. an English name written in Arabic script), Rosette translates the name using 

dictionary data, so that جورج بوش will be translated as “George Bush” instead of just transliterated to “Jurj Bush.”

 • Where applicable, Rosette enriches the name with character normalization, such as adding vowels to an Arabic 

name.

 • Rosette’s algorithms are carefully curated to be invoked only for languages in which it has shown to help match 

accurately, as some algorithms may be counterproductive in other languages.

MATCHING

As with English names, matching is performed in two passes. The high recall first pass looks for matching phonetic 

keys, ranks them by confidence score and sends the top candidates—the number of which is specified by the user—to 

the second pass.

In the high precision second pass, the name in the original script is used in various matching techniques (depending 

on language) to ensure the most accurate results. At this stage, transliteration could result in loss of fidelity and 

interfere with finding the best matches. These techniques vary by language. For example, in one language, edit 

distance between characters is helpful, but not so in another language.

Conclusion
Rosette name matching by Basis Technology is on the leading edge, using AI and statistical models with carefully 

curated and tested algorithms, to match names within a language or between different languages, such as English, 

Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Russian, and Persian. Rosette also intelligently fuzzy matches dates and names of locations 

and organizations. It can handle even vague and inaccurate data: partial dates, swapped month and day, names typed 

into the wrong field, or 2+ word names split between database fields.

The accuracy and speed of Rosette has won several major financial compliance vendors as customers, such as 

LexisNexis. Rosette is efficient and lightweight enough to upgrade functionality in an existing system. With a myriad 

of configuration choices, an engineer can easily optimize Rosette to fit your data and your goals.
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Rosette is the top choice for identity resolution and enhancing fuzzy name matching for its:

 • Flexible matching: 

 – Simultaneously match across 13 types of name variation with each query

 – Batch or single query mode 

 – Match non-name attributes: date of birth, nationality, etc.

 – Fuzzy date matching

 • Speed & scalability: Consistent response time for every query

 • Small footprint: Operable on a laptop or a handheld device

 • Configurability:

 – Transparent control for user to adjust speed vs. precision+recall trade-offs

 – Users can test and assign weights and penalties for best results on the data to fulfill goals

 • Transparency & explainability: Audit trail of how each match score was determined

 • Flexible deployment: Deploy as a standalone with Elasticsearch or plugged into an existing system

 • Languages supported: Arabic, Chinese (simplified & traditional), English, French, German, Greek, Italian, 

Japanese, Korean, Pashto, Persian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, and Urdu

 • Scripts supported: Arabic, Cyrillic, Greek, Latin, Hanja, Hangul, Hanzi, Hiragana, Kanji, and Katakana
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